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This paper describes the development and experimental characterization of a fully-differen-
tial wall shear stress sensor system designed to be non-invasive to low-speed aerodynamic flows.
The differential capacitive microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) sensor is fabricated using
a novel, low-cost approach to creating backside electrical contacts, providing a hydraulically
smooth surface without the use of through-silicon vias. Fully-differential sensor electronics
provide improved common-mode rejection, increased shear stress sensitivity, and reduced
minimum detectable signal, thus increasing the dynamic range of the sensing system. A
differential charge amplifier provides improved performance compared to both single-ended
buffer and differential voltage amplifier configurations. Initial characterization of the sensor
system with a differential charge amplifier yields a wall shear stress sensitivity of 196.0 mV/Pa
and a minimum detectable signal of 12.8 µPa at 1 kHz, providing a dynamic range of 138 dB
based on a 100 Pa maximum shear stress. Dynamic calibration also provides a pressure
rejection ratio of 101.9 dB, representing a significant reduction in pressure sensitivity for the
current sensor design. Stability testing of the system for mean shear stress measurement
demonstrates a measurement accuracy of ±0.032% full scale (±3.2 mPa) over a 60 min period.

I. Introduction

Recent developments in MEMS-based wall shear stress sensors have shown great promise towards providing the
ability to make continuous, real-time, direct measurements of wall shear stress with both mean and fluctuating

components [1, 2]. However, additional development is required to increase sensor robustness and dc stability, reduce
environmental sensitivity, and, particularly for high-bandwidth (>10 kHz) designs, improve the dynamic range of the
system. Improvements in these areas of sensor performance would enable further research in the areas of skin friction
drag and turbulent boundary layer analysis [3].

Direct wall shear stress measurement is typically accomplished via a force balance in which a movable floating
element deflects due to an integrated shear force. For an open loop system, this floating element is attached to a
compliant structure that resists the deflection and provides a restorative force for returning the floating element to its
nominal position. An example of such a structure is shown in Fig. 1, with the four folded tethers shown in the top view
providing an effective spring constant for the sensor. Winter and Haritonidis provide numerous examples of macroscale
force balance sensors for skin friction measurement; however, these sensors often suffer from cross-axis sensitivity to
pressure gradients, accelerations, and vibrations as well as poor temporal resolution due to the mass of the structure, a
compromise between spatial resolution and small force detection, and errors induced by flow disturbances such as gaps,
steps, and misalignment of the sensor [4, 5]. In order to mitigate these performance issues, simple scaling analyses
show that a reduction in sensor size by using MEMS-based floating element sensors improve temporal and spatial
resolution and also reduce the sensitivity to cross-axis inputs as well as gap and misalignment effects [6, 7].

For accurate measurement of fluid-wall interactions in a turbulent flow field, it is essential that the installed sensor
be non-invasive, or hydraulically smooth, so as not to corrupt the flow measurement [8]. Hydraulic smoothness requires
that the surface roughness is less than 5 viscous wall units, which for typical low-speed wind tunnel applications (e.g,
Reynolds number ∼2500) is on the order of 50−100 µm. Achieving this surface smoothness with MEMS sensors
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Fig. 1 Simplified views of a folded tether floating element shear stress sensor structure (adapted from Naughton
and Sheplak [6]).

precludes the use of making front side electrical connections via wire bonds, a common process which leads to wire
loop heights of 150−200 µm [9]. Wall shear stress sensors with integrated through-silicon vias (TSVs) have been
previously reported [2], but the integration of the TSV process often leads to compromises in the design and fabrication
process as well as increased fabrication complexity and cost.

Mills et al. [1] addressed this by creating a sensor design that eliminates the need for front-side wire bonds while
also not requiring expensive TSVs for backside electrical connections, representing a major step forward in terms of
sensor smoothness and performance. This work is a continuation of prior efforts by Barnard et al. [2] and Mills et al. [1].
As will be shown below, conversion of the sensor electronics from single-ended to fully-differential operation provides
improved dc stability, common mode rejection, reduced environmental sensitivity, and increased shear stress sensitivity,
thus increasing the dynamic range of the sensing system. Initial characterization of the wall shear stress measurement
system with three different electrical configurations is presented, including fluctuating wall shear stress and pressure
sensitivities, noise floor, and dc stability.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the differential capacitive wall shear stress sensor (adapted from Mills et al. [1].

II. The Differential Capacitive Wall Shear Stress Sensor

A. Sensor Structure
The basic sensor structure developed by Mills et al. [1] is shown in Fig. 2. The overall structure is fabricated from

a silicon-on-insulator wafer and is composed of three parts: the floating element, interdigitated comb fingers, and
supporting folded tethers.
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The floating element acts as the primary flow interface, providing a surface for wall shear stress to act upon, and
interdigitated comb fingers on either side of the element act as variable gap capacitors. Set in a differential orientation,
when the floating element deflects in a streamwise direction the gap between one set of fingers shrinks and the opposing
gap widens. The benefits of a differential setup include rejection of common-mode inputs, including pressure, and
doubling of the overall sensitivity. Furthermore, it allows for proper retention of input phase and thus the single-axis
direction of wall shear stress at the sensor location.

Four folded tethers support the floating element and provide the restorative force to counteract the integrated shear
force exerted on the floating element while also working to reject pressure and cross-axis shear inputs. The folded
tether configuration employed also reduces temperature sensitivity by allowing axial strain in the tethers and expands
the linear deflection range of the sensor compared to straight tether designs.

B. Packaging
The modular package is the same as that originally presented by Mills et al. [1] with a sensor end cap, amplifier

housing, and detachable shielded cable. The primary dimensions of the sensor head are 15.9 mm diameter and
52.4 mm length, while the sensing end of the head is 12.7 mm in diameter. A shoulder located 6.35 mm from the end
face provides an accurate, repeatable installation depth, and a 2 mm keyway in the body of the sensor head provides
rotational alignment. The amplifier housing is a hollow tube of stainless steel that houses the sensor amp board which
provides the bias signal(s) to the sensor die as well as buffers and/or amplifies the sensor output. A six-pin LEMO
receptacle on the back of the housing provides the ability to change cables as necessary depending on the installation
requirements. The complete packaged sensor head is shown in Fig. 3.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Images of the assembled shear stress sensor head.

C. Interface Circuitry
The interface circuitry includes an amplifier circuit collocated inside the sensor head and an external sensor

control unit (SCU) that contains a synchronous modulation/demodulation (SMOD/DMOD) circuit [10]. Together,
the system allows for real-time data acquisition at baseband frequencies and provides the ability to measure both
mean and fluctuating wall shear stress. The following sections discuss two different SMOD/DMOD configurations
(single-ended versus differential) and three different amplifier circuits (single-ended voltage buffer, differential voltage,
and differential charge) as well as simulations highlighting the performance tradeoffs for each of the different designs.

1. SMOD/DMOD Circuit
As a capacitive sensor with the intention of measuring both mean and dynamic inputs, a standard dc biasing scheme

is unsuitable [11]. Because an ideal capacitor has an infinite impedance at dc, a sinusoidal biasing scheme is utilized.
The SMOD/DMOD circuit is composed of three main blocks: modulation, timing control, and demodulation. Figure 4
shows block diagrams of the SMOD/DMOD circuits for both single-ended and fully-differential operation.
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Single-Ended SMOD/DMOD For single-ended operation, shown in Fig. 4(a), the modulation block contains a
Colpitts oscillator that generates a low-amplitude sinusoidal bias signal at a 1 MHz carrier frequency. A series of
adjustable gain amplifiers allow for production of two 180◦ phase-shifted 1 MHz bias signals, typically set to 8 V
amplitude, which are supplied to the sensor’s fixed electrodes. As the modulated signal is returned from the sensor
head buffer amplifier, a high-pass filter removes residual dc components and low-frequency noise content. A secondary
gain stage further increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) before demodulation.

Simultaneously to sensor modulation, a phase-locked 5 V square wave is generated using a Schmitt trigger as
a timing control signal for rectification. Both the duty cycle and relative phase offset of this signal are adjustable,
providing the ability to tune the timing signal during calibrations for maximum SNR performance. Demodulation
of the gained sensor signal begins by splitting the sensor signal, with one output buffered and the other inverted. A
rectification switch, controlled by the timing control signal, incorporates the two split signals, providing a rectified
signal at the carrier frequency, with the envelope defined by the baseband signal content. Mean wall shear stress inputs,
resulting in static changes in the nominal capacitive gaps, change the amplitude of the rectified signal. Low pass
filtering of the rectified signal completes the demodulation, removing the carrier frequency entirely. The final system
output is baseband wall shear stress information in real time, containing both mean and dynamic components.
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Fig. 4 Block diagrams of the SMOD/DMOD circuits for (a) single-ended and (b) fully-differential sensor
operation.

Differential SMOD/DMOD The fully-differential configuration, shown in Fig. 4(b), is simplified compared to the
single-ended configuration since only a single bias signal is required. Phase and amplitude differences between the
two bias signals for the single-ended configuration lead to large oscillations at the carrier frequency at the sensor
output even with no shear stress input, limiting the amount of gain that can be applied to the signal; however, use of
a single carrier signal minimizes this output, enabling increased signal gain prior to demodulation. This enables the
use of multiple differential gain stages to increase the output signal amplitude and improve the SNR, increasing the
sensitivity and dynamic range of the system. Furthermore, a differential gain stage is used as a direct input to the
rectification switch, eliminating the buffer/inversion stage which causes a phase lag between the two switch inputs in
the single-ended configuration.
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2. Amplifier Circuit
Due to the high output impedance of capacitive sensors, an amplifier is situated directly behind the sensor die

to reduce the effect of signal degradation from transmission over long distances. The total capacitance of the sensor
electrodes is O(10pF), with approximately 8.5 pF being parasitic. This equates to approximately a 16 kΩ output
impedance at the 1 MHz modulation frequency, or approximately 100 kΩ for the active sensor electrodes. Three
separate amplifier head designs are tested and compared: a single-ended buffer amplifier (BA), a differential voltage
amplifier (DVA), and a differential charge amplifier (DCA).

Historically, the single-ended amplifier configuration has been used in capacitive wall shear stress sensors [1, 2, 11].
In this configuration the two fixed electrodes (E1 and E3 in Fig. 2) are excited by a pair of differential bias voltage
signals, and the the common floating element electrode (E2 in Fig. 2) outputs the difference. The high-impedance,
single-ended voltage output is then buffered for transmission.

Conversely, in the differential amplifier arrangement the common floating element electrode E2 is excited with the
bias signal, and the fixed electrodes E1 and E3 output differential signals. This arrangement has the benefit of providing
differential gain and transmission, allowing undesired common-mode signals to be rejected.

Two forms of the differential amplifier, voltage and charge, are explored in this paper. In the differential voltage
amplifier (DVA), the input amplifiers buffer and gain the sensor’s differential signals, and then a fully-differential
amplifier buffers and outputs the signals for balanced transmission. The differential charge amplifier (DCA) extracts
the sensor’s high-impedance output signal as a charge as opposed to a voltage. This charge is then gained, converted
to a voltage, and buffered for transmission. The benefit of the DCA as opposed to DVA configuration is discussed in
Section 3.
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Fig. 5 Sensor head amplifier circuits for (a) single-ended voltage buffer, (b) fully-differential voltage amplifier,
and (c) fully-differential charge amplifier configurations.
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Single-Ended Buffer Amplifier (BA) The basic voltage buffer amplifier configuration for single-ended operation is
shown in Fig. 5(a), where two bias signals are applied to the fixed sensor electrodes, and the common floating element
electrode is the sensor’s voltage output. An Analog Devices AD8022 operational amplifier is selected for its low input
capacitance and noise floor. Coupled with the O(100 kΩ) bias resistor Rb , the input bias current of the amplifier causes
a dc offset voltage at the output, limiting the amount of gain that can be applied before the high-pass filter stage.

Differential Voltage Amplifier (DVA) Conversion of the single-ended voltage buffer amplifier circuit to fully-
differential operation requires a single bias signal applied to the floating element electrode with differential voltage
outputs at the fixed electrodes. The two sensor outputs are then sent to a fully-differential instrumentation amplifier.
The configuration shown in Fig. 5(b) is a fully-differential instrumentation amplifier comprised of a low-noise dual
amplifier followed by a fully-differential amplifier. The presence of bias resistors in both input stages cause a common-
mode voltage offset which is then removed by the fully-differential amplifier. The gain resistor, Rg, provides the ability
to gain the differential signal while leaving the common-mode gain equal to unity.

Differential Charge Amplifier (DCA) The differential charge amplifier has a similar structure to the differential
voltage amplifier, but the high-impedance input buffers are exchanged for charge-to-voltage converters, or charge
amplifiers as shown in the schematic in Fig. 5(c). The fixed electrode signals are gained and buffered by a low-noise
dual amplifier configured as a charge amplifier. The differential charge signals are sent to a fully-differential amplifier
for further gain and buffering for balanced transmission.

3. Theoretical Amplifier Comparison
The ideal capacitive shear stress sensor is represented as a pair of differential variable capacitors that share a

common node as seen in Fig. 5. In the non-ideal model, a parasitic capacitance to ground exists at each of the sensor
nodes as seen in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). These parasitic capacitances result in signal attenuation and/or imbalance of the
sensor output. The signal attenuation is caused by the parasitic capacitors acting as capacitive voltage dividers. An
imbalance of the sensor output results in a large steady-state signal at the carrier frequency, which limits the possible
signal gain before saturating the amplifiers. The following sections provide a comparison of the effect of the parasitic
capacitances on each of the sensor head amplifier configurations and why a fully-differential charge amplifier has the
potential to outperform the other configurations.
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Fig. 6 Parasitic model for the sensor in a (a) single-ended configuration, (b) fully-differential configuration.

Single-Ended Configuration The single-ended amplifier configuration shown in Fig. 6(a) suffers from bias signal
imbalance causing a large steady-state signal and the common-node parasitic capacitance Cc attenuating the sensor
output. The single-ended amplifier requires a pair of perfect differential signals to excite the fixed electrodes. Variation
in phase or amplitude of the differential signals during their creation or transmission to the sensor head appears as a
steady-state voltage output as shown in Fig. 7(a). To correct this phase/amplitude imbalance the differential signals
would require a high-speed remote sense and feedback loop, which was deemed impractical. Also, the parasitic
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capacitance Cc acts as the bottom half of a capacitive divider, causing a potential loss of voltage signal as shown in
Fig. 7(b), decreasing the output voltage signal Vsensor by

Vsensor = Vbias
Cs

Cs + Cp
, (1)

where Vbias is the input bias signal, Cs = C1 + C2, and Cp = Cc . It should be noted that the parasitic capacitances
Cd1 and Cd2 do not cause any adverse effects in this configuration because the bias amplifiers can effectively drive the
sensor capacitances C1 and C2 in parallel with Cd1 and Cd2.
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Fig. 7 (a) Single-ended voltage amplifier large steady-state signal caused by a phase imbalance of 1◦, or an
amplitude difference of 1% and (b) Sensor output attenuation as a function of the parasitic capacitance Cp with
respect to the sensor capacitance Cs for a voltage amplifier configuration.

Differential Configuration The differential configuration seen in Fig. 6(b) solves the bias signal imbalance problem
of the single-ended configuration by requiring only one bias signal; however, Cd1 and Cd2 become important in the
differential voltage amplifier configuration. Not only do they act as capacitive dividers attenuating the output signal,
any imbalance between them causes a large steady-state signal due to different levels of attenuation in each side of the
differential system, as shown in Fig. 8. It is possible, but difficult, to use small capacitors in parallel with Cd1 and/or
Cd2 to balance the system which reduces the signal amplitude; however, this only further increases the size of and
attenuation caused by them. Thus, one of the major drawbacks of the differential voltage amplifier (DVA) configuration
is that parasitic capacitances at the output of the sensor decrease the output voltage signal following the same trend
previously shown in Fig. 7(b) where Cs and Cp are now equal to either C1 and Cd1 or C2 and Cd2, respectively.

Finally, the differential charge amplifier (DCA) has the same advantage of the differential voltage amplifier (use of
a single bias signal) but reduces the issues caused by Cd1 and Cd2 because the negative input node is always driven
to equal its positive input, causing both terminals to be at the same potential. Thus, the size and/or imbalance of Cd1
and Cd2 will not cause attenuation or a steady-state signal. However, the use of non-ideal amplifiers results in a small
steady-state signal which is significantly reduced compared to the DVA configuration as shown in Fig. 8.

Another advantage of the differential charge amplifier is that the gain is set by the expression

V =
Q
Cf
, (2)

where V is the charge amplifier output voltage, Q is the charge at the amplifier’s negative input, and Cf is the capacitor
located in the feedback loop of the charge amplifier circuit as previously shown in Fig. 5(c). Ideally, if Cf = C1 = C2,
the bias signal amplitude would be equal to the charge amplifier output. Setting Cf equal to C1 and C2 has two caveats:
first, C1 and C2 are variable so if they increase above the size of Cf the amplifier may saturate; second, C1 and C2 are
O(1 pF) which makes matching the Cf pair difficult due to manufacturing tolerances. Therefore, a potential solution
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Fig. 8 Large steady-state signal for the differential voltage amplifier (DVA) and differential charge amplifier
(DCA) caused by a 10% imbalance of the parasitic capacitances Cd1 and Cd2. The small signal still present in
the DCA signal is due to GBW limitations of a non-ideal charge amplifier.

is making Cf an order of magnitude larger than C1 and C2, which allows for amplifier headroom and more manageable
capacitance matching. It is then possible to gain the fully-differential amplifier to recover the lost signal amplitude.

III. Experimental Setup
In this section, the experimental setups used for characterization of the wall shear stress sensor system are presented.

Bench-top characterization of the sensor is performed to demonstrate operation dynamic flow environments including
fluctuating wall shear stress and pressure, wherein the linearity, sensitivity, and minimum detectable signal are
determined. The configuration for each experimental setup is provided in this section, followed by experimental results
for the calibrations of the three different sensor configurations in Section IV.

A. Dynamic Calibration
The dynamic response of the sensor including the wall shear stress and pressure sensitivities are determined

using an acoustic plane wave tube (PWT). The PWT is a rigid duct of 25.4 mm × 25.4 mm cross-section that
supports the propagation of acoustic plane waves. Using the Stokes-layer excitation technique first demonstrated by
Sheplak et al. for the calibration of shear stress sensors [12], an acoustic driver generates an oscillating pressure field,
which, in conjunction with the no-slip boundary condition at the wall, creates an oscillating velocity gradient and thus
a frequency dependent wall shear stress. A standing wave pattern is created by an acoustic source opposite a sound
hard boundary as shown in Fig. 9.

The wall shear stress sensitivity at a single test frequency is determined using the setup shown in Fig. 9(b), with the
sensor located in the side of the PWT at a pressure minimum relative to the fixed rigid termination. The acoustic source
is a BMS 4590P compression driver connected to a Crown XLS1502 amplifier. The amplifier output is controlled
by sending the desired frequency and voltage via a LabVIEW-controlled Siglent SDG1025 waveform generator. An
1/8 in G.R.A.S. 46DD microphone is placed in the rigid termination as a pressure reference for estimating the wall
shear stress at the sensor location. The voltage output from the sensor control unit and the reference microphone are
simultaneously sampled by a National Instruments (NI) data acquisition system (DAQ) with an NI PXIe-4464 card in
an NI PXIe-1082 chassis. The pressure sensitivity is determined using the setup shown in Fig. 9(c) with the shear
stress sensor located in a modified rigid end plate next to a 1/4 in G.R.A.S. 46BD reference microphone.

B. Noise Floor
Measurement of the noise floor of the system is performed by powering the sensor and SCU via rechargeable

batteries internal to the SCU. The same DAQ system is used for noise measurement with the sensor installed in the
PWT with no input to the acoustic source. An additional measurement is also taken with a 50 Ω termination on the
DAQ input to isolate the noise floor of the sensor from that of the DAQ. After post processing, the minimum detectable
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Fig. 9 Illustrations of plane wave tube configurations including (a) the acoustic source common to both dynamic
measurements; (b) the single frequency wall shear stress sensitivity calibration; and (c) the pressure sensitivity
calibration setup (adapted from Mills et al. [13]).

signal (MDS) of the system is determined by dividing the measured noise spectrum by the flat-band wall shear stress
sensitivity.

C. DC Stability
To determine the stability of the sensor for mean measurements over longer testing periods, the mean sensor drift

is measured by recording the dc voltage output from the SCU with a Keithley 2000 6.5 digit multimeter connected to
the NI PXIe-1082 chassis via GPIB cable. The digital multimeter provides power line cycle integration and is set to
record 120 samples per block at a rate of 15 blocks per minute.

IV. Experimental Results
Table 1 lists the fixed gain for each sensor configuration tested at an 8 V amplitude bias signal. In addition, it shows

the steady-state amplitude of the sensor output voltage due to system imbalance prior to the rectification stage in the
SMOD/DMOD circuit as well as the mean (dc) output of the SMOD/DMOD circuit after rectification and filtering. The
gain for the single-ended configuration is limited by the supply voltage and slew rate of the single gain amplifier stage;
however, the differential amplifier configurations are able to provide additional gain at a reduced voltage amplitude due
to the balanced nature of the circuits.

A. Shear Stress Sensitivity
For the wall shear stress sensitivity calibration, the sensor is mounted flush in the sidewall of the PWT 86.1 mm

from the end wall, which corresponds to a pressure minimum at the testing frequency of 1.00 kHz. The reference
microphone is located in the end wall to measure the sound pressure level and estimate the wall shear stress. By
increasing the sound pressure level created by the acoustic source from 100−160 dBSPL in 5 dB steps, the dynamic
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Table 1 Fixed gain settings and voltage outputs for sensor amplifier configurations as tested.

Configuration Total Gain Amplitude DC Output
Voltage Buffer (BA) 34× 15.6 V −2.52 V
Differential Voltage (DVA) 110× 7.80 V 2.42 V
Differential Charge (DCA) 220× 6.80 V −2.30 V

sensitivity of the sensor is determined. Figure 10 shows the results of the shear stress sensitivity calibration for each
sensor configuration, with a small drop in coherence for the DVA configuration at low shear stress levels due to a higher
noise floor. The major contributors to the error estimates in the wall shear stress and output voltage are uncertainties
in the measured pressure and normalized rms error in the autospectral density, respectively. Each sensor is linear up
to the 1.8 Pa limit of the PWT, although theoretical predictions for the sensor design tested indicate the onset of a
non-linear electrical response at 100 Pa. Table 2 shows the wall shear stress sensitivity S for each sensor configuration,
with the differential charge amplifier providing a nearly 8× increase in sensitivity compared to the single-ended buffer
amplifier circuit.
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Fig. 10 Results of the shear stress sensitivity calibration showing (a) sensor output voltage and (b) coherence
between the sensor and the reference microphone versus wall shear stress.

Table 2 Results of shear stress sensitivity calibrations at 1 kHz.

Shear Stress Sensitivity
Configuration S (mV/Pa)
Voltage Buffer (BA) 25.0
Differential Voltage (DVA) 61.4
Differential Charge (DCA) 196.0

B. Pressure Sensitivity
Although the differential nature of the capacitive shear stress sensor reduces pressure sensitivity, in practice some

response to pressure is expected due to imbalance in the sensor capacitors as well as the electronics. For the pressure
sensitivity calibration, the sensor is mounted in the end wall of the PWT next to the reference microphone. By increasing
the sound pressure level driven by the speaker, the dynamic sensitivity of the sensor to an incident fluctuating pressure
is determined. Comparison of the pressure sensitivity, Sp , with the shear stress sensitivity, S, from the single-frequency
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dynamic calibration yields a pressure rejection ratio, Hp , defined as

Hp = 20 log10

(
S
Sp

)
. (3)

Figure 11 shows the results of the pressure sensitivity calibrations with uncertainties and coherence for all three
sensor configurations at each sound pressure level. The pressure sensitivities Sp and pressure rejection ratios Hp

based on linear fits to the calibration data are shown in Table 3. The pressure rejection ratio for the differential charge
amplifier configuration is ∼15 dB higher than those previously reported for both capacitive and optical shear stress
sensors [11, 13], representing a significant improvement in reduction of pressure sensitivity for the current folded tether
differential capacitive shear stress sensor design.
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Fig. 11 Results of the pressure sensitivity calibration showing (a) sensor output voltage and (b) coherence
between the sensor and the reference microphone versus pressure.

Table 3 Results of pressure sensitivity calibrations at 1 kHz.

Pressure Sensitivity Pressure Rejection Ratio
Configuration Sp (µV/Pa) Hp (dB)
Voltage Buffer (BA) 0.25 100.1
Differential Voltage (DVA) 0.68 99.2
Differential Charge (DCA) 1.58 101.9

C. Noise Floor
The results of the noise floor measurement for the three amplifier configurations are shown in Fig. 12, with each

displaying significant low-frequency flicker (1/ f ) noise. At first glance, based on the noise power spectral density
in Fig. 12(a) it appears that the differential amplifier configurations both perform worse than the single-ended buffer
amplifier; however, the minimum detectable signal (MDS) spectra in Fig. 12(b) take into account the shear stress
sensitivity of each configuration, with the differential charge amplifier outperforming the single-ended buffer amplifier
due to the increased device sensitivity. The noise floor and MDS at the 1 kHz shear stress sensitivity testing frequency
are shown for each configuration in Table 4.

D. DC Stability
Figure 13 shows the results of the stability tests performed for each sensor configuration over a testing period of

60 min using the setup described in Section C. Similar to the noise floor measurement, Fig. 13(a) appears to indicate
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Fig. 12 Results of the noise floor measurements showing (a) the noise power spectral density (PSD) and (b)
minimum detectable signal (MDS) versus frequency.

Table 4 Results of noise floor measurements at 1 kHz.

Noise Floor MDS
Configuration (µV/Hz1/2) (µPa/Hz1/2)
Voltage Buffer (BA) 0.66 26.4
Differential Voltage (DVA) 9.6 156
Differential Charge (DCA) 2.5 12.8

that the differential charge amplifier exhibits less stability over the course of the test; however, this voltage drift can
be normalized by the full-scale output using the shear stress sensitivity determined in Section A and a full-scale (FS)
shear stress of 100 Pa as shown in Fig. 13(b). Table 5 shows the maximum voltage and normalized drifts for each
sensor configuration. As shown, the normalized drift for the differential charge amplifier is the lowest of the three
configurations, with a maximum voltage drift of±0.032%, which corresponds to a 32 mPa mean shear stress resolution.
In addition to the reduced long-term sensor drift, the point-to-point fluctuations are also reduced for the differential
charge amplifier, providing improved measurement accuracy for shorter duration tests.

Table 5 Results of dc stability tests.

Voltage Drift Normalized Drift Mean Shear Stress Resolution
Configuration (±mV/60 min) (±%FS) (mPa)
Voltage Buffer (BA) 1.7 0.067 6.7
Differential Voltage (DVA) 3.1 0.051 5.1
Differential Charge (DCA) 6.4 0.032 3.2

V. Conclusion
The continuous, direct measurement of wall shear stress with both mean and fluctuating components in real time

continues to challenge researchers. The previous sections described the development and experimental characterization
of a fully-differential wall shear stress sensor system designed to be non-invasive to low-speed aerodynamic flows. The
differential capacitive sensor is fabricated using a novel, low-cost approach to creating backside electrical contacts,
providing a hydraulically smooth surface without the use of through-silicon vias. Investigation of single-ended and
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Fig. 13 Results of the dc stability measurements showing (a) voltage drift and (b) normalized drift as a
percentage of the full-scale sensor output during the one hour stability test.

differential synchronous modulation/demodulation (SMOD/DMOD) circuitry as well as three different senor head
amplifier configurations (single-ended buffer, differential voltage, and differential charge) provides insight into the
tradeoffs associated with the different methods.

Table 6 provides a summary of the calibration results for the three sensing system configurations tested. Initial
characterization of the sensor system with a differential charge amplifier yields a wall shear stress sensitivity of
196.0 mV/Pa and a minimum detectable signal of 12.8 µPa at 1 kHz, providing a dynamic range of 138 dB based on a
100 Pa maximum shear stress. Dynamic calibration also provides a pressure rejection ratio of 101.9 dB, representing a
significant reduction in pressure sensitivity for the current sensor design. Stability testing of the system for mean shear
stress measurement demonstrates a measurement accuracy of ±0.032% full scale (±3.2 mPa) over a 60 min period.
Each of these performance specifications for the sensor meet or exceed those of other MEMS wall shear stress sensors
reported in the literature, providing improved stability for mean shear stress measurements and increased dynamic
range for fluctuating wall shear stress measurements. Thus, the use of a differential charge amplifier circuit represents
further progress towards the development of a robust, instrumentation-grade, capacitive MEMS wall shear stress sensor
for use in low-speed wind tunnels.

Table 6 Calibration results for the sensor configurations tested.

Single-Ended Buffer Differential Voltage Differential Charge
Test Parameter (BA) (DVA) (DCA)
Total amplifier gain, (×) 34 110 220
DC voltage output, (V) −2.52 2.42 −2.30
Shear stress sensitivity, S (mV/Pa) 25.0 61.4 196.0
Pressure sensitivity, Sp (µV/Pa) 0.25 0.68 1.58
Pressure rejection ratio, Hp (dB) 100.1 99.2 101.9
Noise floor, (µV/Hz1/2) 0.66 9.6 2.5
Minimum detectable signal, (µPa/Hz1/2) 26.4 156 12.8
Voltage drift, (±mV/60 min) 1.7 3.1 6.4
Normalized drift, (±%FS) 0.067 0.051 0.032
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